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Across

3. Amazing gift that I will master

5. A place we have spent a 

surprisingly large amount of time 

together. In many different ones around 

campus!

7. Best start to the day if I do this 

with you. Sweet or savory?

10. First of many dates

15. Our friend at Capital grill.. What 

was his name again? John ...?

16. You introduced me to these 

fantastic 6 second videos

18. The country that a very beautiful 

girl is from

22. Spring sprung sprang?

24. Meaningful activity at Penn

25. The guy who said that my girlfriend 

is way more attractive than Sansa Stark

26. Talk about rain! Still able to see it 

though

Down

1. Game you destroyed me in

2. Very special cat

4. Very memorable restaurant. Makes 

good meat!

6. Name of a place where high 

schoolers were checking you out while 

you were getting strikes!

8. Very special place

9. Very important religious day, but 

also important for another reason

11. Place we will remember, it was 

hot... and somewhat rainy

12. A means of transport that I either 

love or hate depending on which 

direction its going in

13. The name of the show we saw in 

NYC

14. Best pizza in Philly

17. A summer activity involving a weird 

bat? is it called a bad?

19. The better of the three tallest 

buildings on Penn's campus

20. Easy one. Name of a gift, also 

found on a popular website/app. Also a 

guess for a shape that was drawn on 

your back...

21. Great film we watched together, 

and with your sister!

23. Terrifying activity that you seem to 

be quite good at... Can be done on 

multiple surfaces, just change the shoes!


